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Perhaps no other emotion is so pervasively and intensely desired as ecstasy. But though 

the desire for ecstasy is the subject of considerable discourse, talk, and writing, people 

generally perceive the emotion itself as “ineffable.” Ecstasy is “beyond” the power of 

language, especially speech to contain, construct, or manifest it. But what exactly is 

“beyond” language? What makes a supremely desired experience “unspeakable”?  

          If we acknowledge that ecstasy is a response to a meaning, it is difficult to see how 

language does not play a role in constructing an  ecstatic moment, for meaning itself 

exists because it ascribes a purpose or motive for the existence of something else, and the 

phenomenon of motive does not manifest itself independently of the power (the 

signification rules) of language to abstract its referents, to signify the logic of a condition. 

But obviously signifying practices may contain meaning without assuming linguistic form. 

Yet they assume a form all the same, as something seen, heard, or touched. Form is, in 

effect, the signifier of meaning. Consequently, if ecstasy is a response to a meaning, both 

the meaning and the response (as well as the meaning of the response) constitute forms 

of some kind. Yet when people suppose that ecstasy is “beyond”  language, they often 

wind up implying and even asserting that ecstasy  entails a feeling of “formlessness,” 

which results from a condition of self-abandonment, of “standing outside oneself,” the self 

being a “form” (a unique configuration of signs) that separates one’s identity from all 

others.1 This condition of self-abandonment, of supreme fearlessness and trust in the 

immediate reality of the moment, occurs when nothing is between the self and the Other, 

when language no longer constitutes that form  between self and Other, separating self 

and Other. In other words, to assert or assume that ecstasy is “beyond” the power of 

language to construct it is to disclose above all an attitude toward language, rather than a 
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clear perception of the conditions under which ecstasy occurs. Such an attitude defines 

ecstasy negatively as a “release” or “liberation” from language (if not from form or 

meaning). 

If, however, we acknowledge that attitudes toward language control capacities for 

ecstasy, it then becomes apparent that ecstasy does not necessarily operate in a negative 

mode, in a static, binary tension with language, for once an attitude controls a capacity, a 

shift in attitude entails a reduced or expanded capacity. A “positive” condition of ecstasy 

would therefore imply a “release” or “liberation,” not from language, but through it. The 

major question provoked by such a collapse of tension between language and ecstasy is 

whether language, as Being “outside” the self or body of any speaker, functions as a sign of 

ecstatic “formlessness” or is, on the contrary, the mysterious, cosmic Form by which a 

positive mode of ecstasy manifests itself. 2 Nevertheless, having postulated positive and 

negative modes of ecstasy which operate according to perceived powers of language to 

efface the “border” between self and Other, the larger question emerges of why a negative 

mode of ecstasy should dominate popular perception of the production and signification 

of this rarely experienced yet pervasively desired emotion.3 

But this question has no single answer. Rather, the answer differs according to the 

formal strategies that embody it. The attitudes toward language supporting positive or 

negative modes of ecstasy disclose themselves most accurately by the formal, rhetorical 

mechanisms that embed, rather than reference, the attitudes. My purpose now is to show 

how the relation between language and ecstasy differs depending on whether the attitude 

toward language defining the relation assumes a literary or a cinematic/dramatic form. To 

achieve this objective, we can contrast the theological attitude embedded within a 

completely literary mode of representation, an essay by Martin Buber, with the erotic 

attitudes embedded within cinematic representations produced by Ingmar Bergman and 

Jean-Luc Godard. Three distinct attitudes toward the relation between speech and ecstasy 

emerge, yet all three support the perception of ecstasy as a negative condition. Form is 

not synonymous with medium (literature, cinema), but formal mechanisms (signifier 

relations) often disclose themselves more completely when transposed or “translated” into 

another medium, and that is the motive for comparing fundamental attitudes toward 

language and ecstasy across media. The relation between language and ecstasy is a 

question of form (or “formlessness”), and the degree to which form, as the material of 
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representation, constitutes a constraining “border” between self and Other marks a limit 

to the power of any mode or medium of representation to represent human experience. 

          In 1909, Martin Buber (1878-1965) published a collection of essays entitled 

Ekstatische Konfessionen, prefaced by a theoretical statement: “Ecstasy and Confession” 

(“Exstase und Bekenntnis”).4 Buber perceives ecstasy as a “complete/vollkommene” “unity 

of the I/Einheit des Ichs” (94). But by “complete” unity of the I, Buber means a state of 

being in which I and world become identical (“nun sind Welt und Ich 

zusammengeflossen”). The ecstatic being is a “flame/Flamme,” formless before, as 

Meister Eckhart (ca. 1260-1328) wrote, “the dark power of the Father [God], where all 

speech ends/die dunkle Kraft des Vaters, wo alle Rede endet” (95). Ecstasy, then, is 

“ineffable/das Unaussprechliche” (94). It is a condition of silence and darkness, not 

music, revelation, or clarification. Language, and specifically speech, cannot construct 

the ecstatic moment because language signifies consciousness, “knowledge/Erkenntnis” 

(95), which is the differentiation of the world into discrete phenomena, identities, all 

given “form” through “names” (“Namen geformt”). Knowledge introduces form, but form 

signifies difference, something between things, between the I and the world. Knowledge 

is therefore always in tension with the notion of unity.5 Now Buber  seems  to  equate 

knowledge and language, but then he becomes unclear about the nature of “infinite” and 

“borderless” ecstatic silence, which he suggests might be a mode of speech that “says” 

Nothing (“ein allerstillstes Sprechen,” 96)--or “says only that something [ecstasy] is/es 

sagt nur aus, dass etwas ist” (96). But Nothing contradicts something, which means that 

the “complete” unity of ecstatic silence nevertheless involves contradiction, the 

manifestation of which produces difference, form, consciousness, language. But perhaps 

the most significant insight of all in the essay is that it presents a logic for explaining why 

confession is outside of, or antithetical to, the ecstatic moment. To confess is to “reveal” a 

fundamental (or “primal”) difference between oneself and the “world,” whereas being 

that is ecstatic has nothing to “reveal” because it is hiding nothing: being without guilt, it 

has “nothing to say.” Thus, from Buber’s literary-theological perspective, the problem of 

identifying the formal choices for representing conditions of ecstasy involves not only the 

“primal” tension between knowledge (language) and “complete” unity (silence); it 

involves the acknowledgement that any speech that attempts to “reveal” what is hidden 

in (or even by) “the world,” any speech that seeks to expose, exorcise, or vanquish guilt, 
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or which strives to put into speech what is “unspeakable,” is adopting a confessional 

mode of rhetoric that actually discloses a cathartic rather than ecstatic function for 

language. 

In 1917, however, Buber repudiated the concept of ecstatic unity developed in 

“Ecstasy and Confession.”6 Indeed, he did not even include the essay in the 1963 German 

edition of his collected writings. From World War I until the end of his life, Buber 

asserted that ecstasy is a supreme manifestation of dialogue, contradiction, difference. 

Language is then the basis of unity, rather than division, between the I and the Thou, 

between the ecstatic and the Other. Unity is that which contains rather than dissolves 

difference. As Maurice Friedman (1921-2012) remarks: 

Buber did not attain his ecstasies through the regular practice of “meditation”--quiet 

sitting and concentration of mind and spirit upon some word or image. “I never had 

anything to do with willed, ‘pre-meditated’ meditations,” Buber wrote me. “As to 

meditations coming spontaneously, I knew them in earlier days, but never since my thought 

reached its maturity.” Buber reached his mature understanding after he not only gave up 

the hours of mystical exaltation, but also the belief that accompanied it, namely the belief 

“in a ‘mystical’ unification of the Self, identifying the depth of the individual self with the 

Self itself.”7 

But repudiation is not necessarily refutation. One cannot overcome the notion of ecstasy 

as an ineffable experience merely by implying a greatly enhanced trust in the power of 

language (dialogue) to urge speakers to “step outside” of themselves. One must identify 

the properties in and of language which justify this trust. It is a question of form, which 

Buber never squarely answered: what particular modes of dialogue define or construct  

ecstasy? Perhaps Buber’s “silence” on this matter of ecstatic form means that ecstasy has 

nothing at all to do with relations between signifiers, only with relations between  

referents: ecstatic dialogue is “about” relations between the speaker and the Other which 

do not encode themselves in the language defining the relations. But if such is the case,  

then ecstasy has no interesting basis in dialogue or even language: the basis for ecstasy 

resides in the identities that language constructs, not in the identities (signifier relations)  

that construct language. In other words, Buber’s “shift” in thinking about the relation  

between language and ecstasy does not explain why speech in itself is no longer a sign of 

guilt, nor therefore a source of unecstatic individuation, contradiction, and difference. 

But one possible explanation lies in the formal organization of Ekstatische 
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Konfessionen itself. After postulating a fundamental tension between ecstasy and 

confession, Buber presents a book, which, as its title indicates, documents a synthesis of 

the two phenomena. The documentation consists of mystical writings by and about 

persons, from Asian and European cultures, from ancient times to the nineteenth 

century, who describe their ecstatic relations to God, to an invisible, cosmic power. An 

insistent motif of these writings is that the need to “say” anything diminishes the closer 

one feels to God. Any attempt to tell someone about an ecstatic experience cannot in 

itself be ecstatic. Telling is not a component of ecstasy. The writings employ various 

forms of discourse to tell about ecstatic experience: the philosophical dialogue, the 

prescriptive sermon, the compilation of aphorisms, the prayer, the fable, the biographical 

description, the poetic invocation, but in none of these forms does the reader encounter 

a representation of ecstasy itself. Language, even if it is writing rather than speech, only 

constructs ecstasy as something that has happened or might happen. Language 

“objectifies” ecstasy by making the experience other than what is. The formal identity of 

the documentation emphatically contradicts Buber’s assertion, in a Foreword to later 

editions of the book, that he followed a principle of selection that compelled him to 

exclude “the sort of reportage that describes the experience as an event in the context of 

causality, objectifies it, issues not from the power of the experience as it continues to 

affect the speaker but from recapitulation and reflection, a contemplation as it were not 

of the after-image but of the image in memory.”8 The ineffability of ecstasy is such that 

any talk “about” ecstasy is “objective.” What is mysterious is the motive for “confessing” 

to ecstasy. Buber’s explanation tends to compound rather than illuminate the mystery: 

                Indeed, a contradiction has been uncovered. [. . .] [T]he ecstatic cannot say the unsayable. 

He says the other thing--images, dreams, visions--not unity. He speaks, he must speak, 

because the Word burns in him. [. . .] For he does not understand himself; and yet the desire 

to understand himself, which in ecstasy was extinguished, has awakened in him. He says the 

forms and sounds and notices that he is not saying the experience, not the ground, not the 

unity, and would like to stop himself and cannot, and feels the impossibility of saying it [. . .] 

Ecstasy is dead, stabbed in the back by Time, which will not be mocked; but, dying, it has 

flung the Word into him, and the Word burns in him. And he speaks, speaks, he cannot be 

silent, yet he tries over and over again until his soul is exhausted to death and the Word 

leaves him.9 

But perhaps a clue lies in the notion of the Word “burning” within the speaker. Ecstasy 
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both catalyzes and extinguishes the “flame.” Language signifies a kind of tormenting, 

consuming energy. Why does the Word torment? Because it hides in the speaker, in the 

body, in forms, such as metaphor, which prevent everyone from seeing it as a thing in 

itself. To say that the Word “burns” is to “say,” through metaphor, that the power of 

language to torment the speaker derives from the way in which words conceal their 

identities in other words: the flame imagery conceals the real identity of language. To tell 

about anything is to “confess” that it is concealed in language—or rather, that what is 

said is always referring to something else. As long as ecstasy remains unspoken about, it 

remains unknown. If it remains unknown, it ceases to be a supreme motive for existence. 

But to tell about, to make known, an ecstatic experience, is to “confess” it, to reveal it as 

something which was hidden. What was hidden, however, always vaguely attaches itself 

to the theme of guilt. Ecstasy involves guilt through the problem of trust. Buber claims 

that the ineffability of ecstasy is a sign of supreme trust between and I and a Thou. To 

speak at all is to violate that trust or at least diminish it, because the nature of language 

itself does not amplify trust, language conceals itself in the identities to which it refers, 

every word hides within another word, the Self of language always hides behind what it 

is “about,” in something “other” than or “outside” of itself. The Self of the speaker is not 

identical with the Self of language: the speaker cannot trust language to construct a total 

or ecstatic unity between selves. To remain silent “about” ecstasy is to treat silence as an 

element of language, which means, technically at least, that ecstasy is not really 

ineffable.  

          Thus, to attain a silence that constructs rather than refers to ecstasy, the speaker 

must “exhaust” language (the “flame”), so that there is “nothing to say,” nothing hidden. 

But in the mere fact of speaking, the speaker has disclosed ecstasy as something hidden, 

something concealed from language, from consciousness, from “the common 

experience,” as Buber puts it, that language creates. But if ecstasy remains concealed, 

then it is because a measure of distrust (toward “the world”) accompanies it: who can 

understand it? But any measure of distrust sets a limit upon the manifestation of ecstasy 

as a condition of supreme trust. Then one feels “guilty” for not having trusted enough, 

then one must “confess” to having concealed what is the supreme motive for existence. 

Ecstasy is thus simultaneously a supreme condition of silence, trust and innocence, and a 

supreme motive for speech, distrust, and guilt. 
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But Buber complicates the argument even further by treating writing (or reading) as 

a mode of silence. It is not at all clear why we should accept language in writing as a 

signifier of ecstasy, but not language in speech. In “Ecstasy and Confession,” Buber 

contends that the Word “burns” within the speaker. But the book concludes with the 

following, startling lines from the confession of a nineteenth century German mystic, 

Anna Katharina Emmerich (1774-1824), who describes ecstasy as writing: 

I see a line of words like a fiery ray come out of the mouth of those who are praying and 

penetrate up to God. I see and recognize in the words the handwriting of the one who is 

praying, and can read some of it. The writing is different with each person. In the stream 

itself some things become more flaming, some things more pale, now more expanded, now 

impetuous and more narrow. In short, it is just as with writing.10 

Neither Emmerich nor Buber, by his publication of a book about ecstasy, suggests that 

ecstasy is equivalent to or entails writing down something one sees or feels. Rather, 

ecstasy is like writing, or more precisely, it is a mode of writing which one “reads” but not 

in the way one reads language that controls both the writing and speech of “common 

experience.” During the ecstatic moment, speech is writing which issues like fire from the 

“mouth” of the praying individual. But what does it mean to say that speech is like fiery 

writing? It means that Language has become visible, that the Self of Language has 

disclosed itself, that the signifier exists unconcealed, without a referent. Fiery writing is 

not “about” anything; it is simply the inflammatory disclosure that Language, the 

unexhausted, unconcealed signifier, constructs the ecstatic relation between God and 

human. This writing does not “burn” in the speaker; it is between the I and the Thou, 

ecstatically “outside” any speaker. 

          This encounter with the unconcealed signifier is the “content” of the ecstatic 

silence; it leaves one with “nothing to say,” because Language now “speaks” for itself and 

can be trusted without limit to mean nothing “other” than itself. Language no longer 

conceals itself within the voice, for even the sound of a word refers to something other 

than itself, such as the speaker. Signifiers become inflamed only when one “sees” or 

“reads” them as such, not when one treats them as transparent structures that enable 

one to read “the world.” The ineffability of ecstasy is therefore synonymous with a 

supreme disclosure of Language itself. But this disclosure involves a writing and reading 

which are not “about” anything; they are modes of that being, Language, which is 
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simultaneously “outside” any particular self and yet is the supreme signifier of itself, of 

the Self, of unconcealed Being.11 Ecstatic unity between selves, between the I and the 

Thou, rests upon the image, which is the “silence,” of the signifier. But this notion of 

ecstasy as a moment when Language discloses its image (writing) embeds itself in an 

entirely literary form. A new problem, then, is to consider how a negative perception of 

ecstasy as a condition “beyond language” emerges in another image medium: film, 

cinematic “writing” that produces an ecstatic “flame.”  

          If ecstasy signifies a condition of unconstrained trust in or fearlessness before 

Otherness, then the “primal” manifestation of this trust is the “formless,” bodiless silence 

of which Buber speaks. But if the logic that constructs the relation between silence and 

ecstasy seems treacherously entangled in the use of metaphor, it is because the relation 

between image (writing) and silence remains obscure, even assumed. Does ecstasy occur 

every time Language discloses its image? Is the unconcealed image of the signifier always 

“like” a flame or is it “like” a flame because another, as yet unnamed, condition controls 

the way one ecstatically “sees” Language itself? It is still not clear why seeing or reading 

(which is a type of seeing) enjoys privileged access to the signifier, but speaking does not. 

Why should one trust an image rather than an utterance? If ecstasy is indeed a response 

to something seen and not spoken, then the possibility arises that ecstasy is nothing 

more than a response to an illusion or “vision,” to use Buber’s word.12 Consider how the 

medium, the mode of representation, in which the attitude toward the relation between 

language and ecstasy appears can “reveal” the logic, the formal identity of the attitude. 

Consider, for example, a scene from a film, Persona (1966), directed by Ingmar 

Bergman (1918-2007), whose movie work has developed a distinctive, expressionistic 

aesthetic of seeing and being seen that concentrates on the face as a primal signifier of 

identity, if not being. The film dramatizes the relation between an extremely depressed 

actress who has “lost” her voice in response to a world that seems “untouchably” alien to 

her and a young nurse who is her companion at a summer villa.13 At one point, the nurse, 

who never seems to run out of things to say, manages to get the actress to laugh and 

even to touch her, “like a sister.”14 This touch motivates the nurse to become “secretive, 

bursting with a desire to tell” (53), and she delivers a long monologue, a confession, to 

determine the measure of trust between herself and the mute actress. It is an ironic 

reversal of the conventional operation of language in a therapeutic context: here the 
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healer does all the talking and the patient listens, maintaining a detached, enigmatic 

silence. The nurse describes an ecstatic experience that she has never talked about. She 

apparently, thinks that by talking “about” ecstasy, she will expand trust between herself 

and her listener. But the ecstasy that she talks about does not justify this logic. The scene 

takes place at night in the bedroom of the actress, who smokes reclining on her bed 

while the nurse curls up on a chair. The nurse becomes restless as she confides, and she 

wriggles in the chair before moving to the bedroom window, while the actress gazes 

motionlessly at her the entire time. Bergman constructs the scene juxtaposing facial 

close ups with mid-shots to produce an unstable measure of “closeness” or “intimacy,” 

not only between the nurse and the actress, but between the viewer and the characters. 

The nurse recalls and describes an ecstatic experience, but her confession is not in itself 

ecstatic. Rather, the goal of confession and the recollection of ecstasy is to amplify trust 

between confessor and listener and thus to heal the listener. For the nurse, an ecstatic 

experience will come with the revelation of her power to heal the actress, but the scene 

and the film show her incapable of achieving this power [Figures 1-6].  

 
Figure 1: Ingmar Bergman: Persona (1966), establishing shot for the confession scene.   

Cinematographer: Sven Nykvist. Criterion Collection. Liv Ullman (left) as the actress and  

Bibi Andersson as the nurse.  
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Figure 2: The nurse restlessly describes her orgiastic experience. 

 
Figure 3: The actress gazes motionlessly and intently at the nurse. 
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Figure 4: Bergman uses facial close ups to intensify an atmosphere of intimacy. 

 

Figure 5: Yet closeness to the actress does not render her less enigmatic and immobile. 
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Figure 6: The nurse moves to the window to the window to complete her description of  

the ecstatic experience. 

          The previous summer, the nurse confesses, she vacationed on an island with her 

future husband, with whom, as she puts it, she was “faithful” (53) rather than in love. 

One day, while her fiancé was in town, she went to an isolated beach, where she met 

“another girl” (53), and the two of them spent the hours sunbathing in the nude and in 

silence. Eventually, however, the nurse glimpsed “a couple of boys looking at us” (54). 

When the boys become conscious that the women know of their presence, they can 

interpret the non-action and silence of the women as an invitation. They approach. The 

speaker then describes in great detail the orgy that ensued between the two women and 

two boys. Yet no one speaks during the orgy, except for the women, who confine 

themselves only to invitational commands: “Why don't you come here a bit”; “Why don’t 

you come to me too” (55). The voice functions to signify orgasm, which then infects 

everyone as laughter at something absurdly strange: “And when she came, she screamed 

like anything. Then we started laughing [. . .]” (55).  In fact, at one point, the nurse was 

“just going to say be careful, so that I don’t get a baby, when he came too [. . .]” (55): the 

advent of ecstasy renders speech superfluous. After a repetition 

of erotic actions that were “as good for me as the first time” (55), the orgiasts went 
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swimming, and then departed without seeing each other again. That evening, the 

speaker concludes, when she went to bed with her husband, she was able to experience 

orgasm again: “It’s never been so good between us, before or since. . .” (56)--in other 

words, she had discovered that ecstatic experience did not arise from a deep sense of 

trust (“faithfulness”) or even love. The next shot presents a closeup of the actress as the 

nurse moves into frame to get into the bed next to the actress. “Then I got pregnant,” she 

says and begins to weep as she speaks of the abortion. When she says, “It doesn’t make 

sense, nothing fits when you think about it,” the actress bestows a maternal caress on the 

nurse and this gesture gradually intensifies into a comforting (hardly passionate) 

embrace. A slow fade-out brings the scene to a conclusion [Figure 7]. 

 
Figure 7: The actress and nurse in bed together. They are close, even intimate, as a result of the 

confession, and yet this intimacy fails to heal the actress and may even indicate that the nurse 

herself is becoming sick. 

          It is evident from this description of the scene that the film relies on highly 

conventional cinematic devices to construct a relation between speech, vision, and 

ecstatic experience. It is a typical strategy for signifying a “confessional” mood and the 

enhanced condition of trust that is the object of confession. The movement from long 

shots to closeups creates the illusion of a collapse of space or distance between speaker 

and listener: an atmosphere of trust implies that bodies can move closer each other 
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without risk. The contrast between lamplit and shadowed depiction of faces, the 

“nocturnality” of the moment, in which the window opens up onto darkness and the 

actress observes the speaker from a fixed, sibylline pose of readiness for sleep on the bed, 

signifies a milieu of sequestered isolation from the world of “normal” life. In this 

nocturnal bedroom milieu, which nevertheless projects some of the quiet, insulated aura 

of the psychoanalyst’s office, it is “safe” to say things in a subdued light that are perhaps 

too disturbing or perverse to say in the full light of the day. The nighttime is the right 

time to talk about an orgy that occurred outdoors in the summer sun. It is not the orgy 

itself, which involves very little verbal communication, but talk about the orgy that 

provokes anxiety over the “appropriate” time for it. Photographing in black and white, 

with cinematography by Sven Nykvist (1922-2006), further enhances the perception of 

mysterious significations being released or transferred from veiled zones of darkness and 

shadow to discreet, delicate, domesticated (“feminized”) pools of light. Bibi Andersson 

(1935-2019), as the nurse, speaks the words in a quiet, contemplative, halting manner, 

supplemented by a reserved body language that favors significations of “serious” feeling 

(nervousness) through subtle movements of the eyes, eyebrows, and lips, flinches of the 

head, rather than movements of the hands, limbs, or torso. The camera registers such 

significations by moving in close on the face, and this closeness to the speaker, combined 

with the subdued quality of voice, produces a conventional sign of confession, which is 

possible because of the insulated atmosphere of intimacy built into the image. The 

speaker does not speak in an excited, turbulent, uninhibited, or even seductive manner, 

thus confirming Buber’s perception that talk about ecstasy is not itself ecstatic. The 

quiet, halting delivery conveys the speaker’s desire to test the extent to which she can 

trust her listener with “secrets” that are difficult to “understand” (justify, approve, and 

therefore articulate) and which consequently must never be disclosed to the “wrong” 

person. As the actress, Liv Ullmann (b. 1938) hardly stirs from her cozy position on the 

bed. She directs a penetrating, inscrutable stare at the nurse. The immobility of her pose 

suggests that she is deeply attentive to the speaker without confessing anything herself. 

She neither prods nor intimidates the speaker. Her gaze never amplifies her vulnerability 

to anything the speaker tells her. This performance implies that she is less interested in 

the “secret” the nurse is telling her than in the fact that the nurse is telling it. Her 

interest is in the relation between herself and the nurse rather than in the relation 
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between the nurse and the past or between the nurse and ecstasy. Her silence and her 

gaze combine, dramatically, to bestow upon her something of the aura of the 

psychoanalyst, the sibyl, the detached observer of confessions, and through this bodily 

rhetoric, the actress is able to appropriate the persona of the healer, the therapist, the 

nurse, while the nurse herself assumes the persona of the actress by treating her 

confession as a demanding performance framed by the spectatorial gaze of the “silent” 

woman. The embrace that concludes the scene thus objectifies the perception of trust as 

an exchange of personas, perhaps even of inauthentic identities. But unlike Buber, 

Bergman sees trust and ecstasy as conditions in tension with each other. What’s visible 

to the film spectator are signifiers of trust; the film embeds signifiers of ecstasy in the 

voice, which describes ecstatic experience in relation to visual sensations that 

nevertheless elude containment within the cinematic apparatus, even through such a 

crude device as the flashback. We never see on the screen the intensity of visual 

excitement that the nurse describes. Voice and speech thus signify the dominant media 

that construct trust between bodies. The image, however, signifies the medium by which 

the viewer sees trust as a specifically coded relation between bodies, while the referents 

of voice and speech signify an ecstatic mode of vision whose immediacy is such that 

neither word nor image can reproduce it. Word and image can only memorialize ecstatic 

experience, reduce it to a confession, the purpose of which, contra Buber, is the 

production of an emotion alien to ecstasy: trust.  

          The conventionality of Bergman’s cinematic “writing” of the relation between trust 

and ecstasy becomes even more significant when one considers the opening of the film. 

Persona begins with a strange montage of images that call attention to the materiality of 

cinematic “vision” by foregrounding the relation between film and narrative. The two-

minute montage includes, among others, shots of a film projector spewing flickering 

light from its lens, a magnified view of an insect, a crucifix, the entrails of a lamb, 

cadavers on morgue stretchers, the hands, feet, and faces of corpses, and then a long 

view of a nude boy lying alone on a stretcher in an intensely white space. The boy is 

alive, holding a book, but not reading it. Interspersed amongst these shots are fragments 

of a film cartoon and an early silent film comedy. The soundtrack is likewise a montage, 

consisting of patches of ominous, “modern” music (by Lars Werle [1926-2001]), a 

humming sound, a ringing, and a ticking, all of which abruptly alternate with powerful 
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snatches of silence. With the appearance of the boy-image, the music crescendos as the 

boy rises from the stretcher, with hand extended, as if to touch the lens of the camera 

looking at him—or rather, to touch the body impersonated by the image seen through 

the camera lens. But the hand does not touch the lens, for such an action would eclipse 

the image altogether and suggest that touch negates sight as a signifier of relations 

between bodies, a suggestion that undermines the credibility of the camera to 

impersonate a body. Instead, the hand presses against a transparent surface, a glass wall, 

between the camera and the boy. Superimposed upon this image of a child’s hand 

pressed against “nothing” are closeups of the faces of the nurse and the actress further 

superimposed upon each other. Following this complex image built out of 

superimpositions appears a shot of the actress in bed reading a letter written to her by 

the nurse. The off-screen voice of the nurse reads the letter. While the actress reads, a 

television set in her room projects newsreel imagery of a Buddhist monk’s self-

immolation on a street in Saigon. After observing this scene, the actress gazes at a 

photograph, presented to the film viewer in closeup, of the boy touching the glass wall; 

evidently the boy is her son.  

          At this point, relations between images begin to make sense as a “story,” which the 

film proceeds to tell by subordinating the mysterious, visual logic of the montage to the 

linear, cause-and-effect demands of a narrative logic that requires cinematic “writing” to 

become transparent, concealed behind conventionalized, familiar narrative tropes 

connecting sequences of images to each other. The tension between the montage and 

conventionalized logics controls an economy of exchange between modes of perception. 

Each logic embeds itself in the other. The film does not contain two parts; it contains 

two logics of image (narrative) relations that mesh. As noted earlier, the confession 

scene implies that trust is an exchange of personas. The montage scene exposes 

cinematic writing as a logic of optical perception that produces personas. Or rather: a 

persona entails an exchange of logics within a body that is “like” the tension between 

signifier and referent, “like” the tension between seeing and writing, “like” the relation 

between mask and self. Out of these tensions emerges the narratively structured tension 

between art (the actress) and healing (the nurse). However, the phenomenon of 

“likeness” introduces further complications; indeed, “likeness” signifies the manifestation 

of a persona, and film objectifies the phenomenon of “likeness,” by its capacity to sustain 
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trust in its narrative organization of imagery. But in the montage sequence, with its 

meta-cinematic references and purely visual logic, the spectator cannot trust the imagery 

to produce a reliable “likeness” of reality. Cartoonish images of the silent film skeleton 

appear in tension with stark images of elderly morgue corpses and a brief television shot 

of a burning Buddhist monk. Which is the “real” image of death? Death manifests several 

personas (images) that contradict each other to the extent that each image provokes a 

different emotion independent of any specific, “familiar” narrative context. Moreover, 

the meta-cinematic images of arc lights, spinning projector reels, film sprocket 

perforations, and test patterns remind the spectator that the controlling image of death 

is the image itself rather than what the image shows: the manifestation of a persona 

(image), which is the manifestation of a “likeness” of one thing to another, is also a 

manifestation of death, the eclipsing of a “real” identity by its “likeness” to another. The 

production of images is the production of “likenesses,” and in revealing this condition, as 

the montage sequence does, one “sees” death in every construction of a likeness or 

persona. The deconstructed image/persona of death undermines trust in conventionally 

narrated appearances, in the visual manifestation of identities, for death transforms 

every identity into something unknown and unknowable. But the montage sequence 

provokes a mysterious exhilaration that sets the spectator on a trajectory toward ecstasy. 

This trajectory is in tension with the non-ecstatic mood of intensifying trust stimulated 

by the confession scene, in which cinematic writing maintains its transparency. The 

montage sequence therefore exemplifies the constructivist Sergei Eisenstein’s (1898-

1948) notion that ecstatic response in the spectator depends, not on any image of ecstasy, 

but on specific, dialectical relations between images. The sequence also links Bergman to 

the surrealist conviction that images in themselves exude a powerful, unconscious 

emotional value that is independent of contextualized narrative motivation. The image is 

not a visualized component of a “larger story” that the image is unable or unwilling to 

tell; the image (or the unconscious in response to the image) generates its own narrative 

that a conventional narrative logic, built out of commonly understood (familiar) tropes, 

does not allow.  

          A problem, then, with the highly detailed analyses of the montage sequence by 

Bruce Kawin (b. 1945) and Marilyn Johns Blackwell is that these writers treat the 

sequence as a pre-narrative commentary on narrative formation. They read the images as 
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symbols that refer to Bergman’s stated intentions, biography, or influences upon him or 

that “foreshadow” themes developed by the conventional narrative logic. For example, of 

the image in which the boy touches the transparent surface between himself and the 

huge faces of Ullmann and Andersson, Kawin says, “The viewer who has seen Persona 

before is able to recognize that what is being enacted on the screen is a miniature of the 

story of Alma and Elisabeth, whose identities move in and out of focus, sometimes fusing 

with each other. This face is Bergman’s metaphor for their relationships.” Of the spider 

image, Blackwell remarks, “This image is probably intended to evoke thoughts of Karin’s 

spider-god from Through a Glass Darkly [1961], but also predicts the themes of 

entrapment and vampirism that Elisabeth embodies in the film’s narrative.” But readings 

in this vein, though not wrong, interpret the imagery in relation to something later or 

something else that “makes sense,” because its signification appears in a more 

conventional narrative logic, either the narrative “proper” of Persona itself or another 

text altogether, such as Through a Glass Darkly or an interview with Bergman. But the 

montage sequence produces a more interesting meaning when detached from references 

to such comforting narrative contexts. Montage rather than conventional narrative 

relations between images undermines the spectator’s trust in the power of images to be 

“like” what is “real” or to show what is “real,” what is the “context” for the film, the other 

films, texts, and “larger narrative” of which the film is a key component. Montage 

compels the spectator to invest images with an emotional value of their own, and, as 

proposed by Eisensteinian montage theory, this inherent emotional value of images, 

when sequenced according to a radical visual logic, may move the spectator (rather than 

the people in the image) toward an intensely liberated condition, which Eisenstein calls 

ecstasy. The montage sequence is therefore interesting not so much because it signifies a 

“pre-narrative” condition of images, but because it signifies a freer condition of seeing 

that is outside conventional (trustworthy) narrative logic. In Persona, efforts to construct 

trust (between characters, between film and spectator) depend on a “confessional” way 

of seeing a person talk “about” an ecstatic experience. The nurse seeks to gain the trust of 

the actress by telling her a story she has never told anyone; such a story is a confession, 

but it has neither an ecstatic nor, ultimately, a therapeutic consequence. Bergman is 

therefore close to Buber in perceiving that confession, which is perhaps the most 

trustworthy form of narrative, is antithetical to ecstasy. The nurse tries to put into a 
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spoken narrative what was an ecstatic, speechless montage of visual sensations. The 

actress refuses to abandon her non-ecstatic silence, her distrust of stories. The film ends 

with a return to montage, to signify the perception that a persona, the phenomenon by 

which an identity becomes “like” another, is a symptom of narrative pathology: 

confessing a story is a test of trust, which is the condition that enables an exchange of 

identities, allows an identity to become “like” another. The montages beginning and 

ending the film imply that this alignment of trust with confessional narrative is an 

illusion, that “in the end,” the value of what we see depends on a release from, rather 

than a completion of, conventionally narrativized codes of seeing. Unlike Buber, then, 

Bergman sees trust and ecstasy as antithetical conditions. The morbid silence of the 

actress and the orgiastic silence experienced by the nurse are by no means an ecstatic 

measure of trust. Montage relations between images may be analogous to the “fiery 

writing” that Buber implies is “like” ecstasy, but the ambiguity of Bergman’s attitude 

toward silence makes it difficult to believe that ecstasy approaches merely because 

signifiers lose their transparency and become visible. For Bergman, ecstatic silence 

entails the manifestation of a hidden, invisible signification that can only be known 

through speech. Yet once it is spoken, it becomes a confession, a sign of trust rather than 

ecstasy. As long as it entails this hidden, invisible, “secret” component, ecstasy involves 

the construction of a persona, an inauthentic identity. The actress is terribly sick, deeply 

depressed, because she pursues the illusion that her great silence will free her from 

inauthenticity, personas, roles in a narrative written by someone other than herself.  

          The speaker vividly narrates a moment of unsurpassed rapture in her life: intense 

close-ups of the speaker’s face fill the screen,  emphasize the confessional “intimacy” of 

the speaker’s narration. The film does not use a voice-over “flashback” (as Bergman did 

with a similar “confession” at the beginning of Sawdust and Tinsel [1953]), because it is 

not the image, the memory, of ecstasy that is significant for either the speaker or the 

listener (including the spectator), but the relation between speech, silence, and trust. 

The speech does not function to provoke ecstasy or even to seduce the listener; it is 

above all a sign of the trust the speaker places in her listener. Trust manifests itself 

through “confession,” through speech that discloses what the speaker has kept “secret” 

or has never dared to say. But the nurse’s speech implies that trust, as signified by the 

confessional mode of discourse, is in tension with ecstasy: the ecstatic orgiasts 
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“communicate” almost exclusively through silence, gesture, and touch. They do not need 

to know or “reveal” anything “secret” about themselves to move “outside” of themselves. 

Indeed, the narrated relation between the nurse and “another girl” stands in sharp 

contrast to the present relation between the nurse and the actress, who is also “another 

girl.” The nurse feels that only a greater sense of trust between herself and the actress 

will improve the health of the patient. What is problematic for the nurse is that the 

silence of the patient signifies neither trust nor anything resembling ecstasy: silence is a 

symptom of the disease (depression) which the speaker is assigned to cure. The silence 

of the actress seems to signify a condition of profound estrangement from “the world.” 

Yet the silence of the orgiasts and the silence of the actress have one thing in 

common: it is not that they are distrustful of others, of desires, of bodies (intensely and 

simultaneously described by the speech and the “intimate” close-ups of the speaker’s 

face); they are distrustful of speech. Speaking is confessing, “telling” that which makes us 

different from “another” and prevents us from repeating actions “as good as the first 

time.” It is speaking itself, not what is spoken about, that “tells” something “wrong” or 

pathological about the speaker, which the nurse herself seems to grasp, when, after the 

actress initially touches her (and before she begins the story), she says, “I’ve· always 

wanted a sister [. . .]” (52), and then, “You know all about that, of course, from your own 

experience [as an actress] [. . .] You do know, don't you?” (53). It is not surprising, then, 

that the nurse’s speech fails to achieve its therapeutic objective: the patient continues to 

maintain her inscrutable silence, “communicating” primarily through looks, nods, smiles, 

and touches. In fact, the film shows how it is the nurse who undergoes transformation, 

increased suffering, as she perceives herself being absorbed into another “persona” 

through which emerge great doubts about the justification for her existence as a healer. 

“People should be like you” (57), she remarks in the next scene. Yet the actress is “sick” in 

that she is incapable of an ecstatic response to reality. For Bergman, ecstasy depends on 

the power of touch to “communicate” intense desires, knowledge of which is not linked to 

knowledge (produced through language) of anything else. But this ecstatic knowledge, 

communicated without language, occurs only at that “moment” when being is virtually 

identical to “another” body which has nothing to “confess,” nothing to hide, and appears 

anonymously naked before nature and before anonymous spectators. In a sense, ecstatic 

being is synonymous with ultimate anonymity, in which the body--the intimation of the 
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touch--is “free” of any “identity,” free of masks, of “personas,”' of the acting of roles, of 

being someone else (“like you”). 

But the ambiguity is greater yet: the actress is sick because her silence “confesses” 

her intense fear of being “another,” of being, in effect, anonymous; she hides her 

incapacity to feel intense desire, her sense of being without “authenticity,” one might 

say, behind a mask of silence. Thus, even her touch is a kind of impersonation, a 

theatrical gesture, which, it becomes evident, has no therapeutic effect on either the 

actress or the nurse: the touch merely signifies the only way of “knowing” reality without 

knowing a great desire.

          Ultimately, then, neither touch, nor silence, nor speech, nor trust, nor “faithfulness,”  

nor love can reliably signify authenticity of being. And yet, as the referents of the nurse’s 

confession indicate, ecstasy occurs all the same, when ultimate anonymity of being 

manifests itself through the body as a whole and not just through the face, not through the 

abstracting power of the touch, not through knowing just something the Other was, or may 

be afraid to make known. In its powerful tension between naked, “speechless,” ecstatic bodies 

spoken “about” (but not seen) and the image (seen by the camera, the spectator) of the 

“naked,” speaking face, the scene implies that total or “complete” unity of the “world and the 

I” occurs only when the body signifies “nothing” but itself; it occurs when the body ceases 

being a metaphor, a mask, for something “hidden” either in itself or in “the  world” (the 

Other); it occurs when the body calls attention to itself as a metaphor, the manifestation of 

the “persona” that emerges when the camera sees the face of the speaker instead of the 

bodies spoken “about.” With Bergman, the expressionist aesthetic of the “scream” (15), as 

represented by the nurse’s speech, has become the sign, not of a revolutionary “moment” in 

a diseased communication system, but of the social order’s effort to restore the sick body to 

fullness of meaning within a communication system that treats all of its signifiers, including 

the body, as metaphors, pointers to some “hidden" level of 

being that “really” defines the “I.” 

              In other words, for Bergman, as for Buber, ecstasy occurs when the signifier (the 

body) discloses itself and ceases to refer to anything “other” than itself; but unlike Buber, 

Bergman does not connect this disclosure to an expansion of trust between selves. For 

Bergman, ecstasy does not signify a supreme condition of trust; it signifies a supreme 

condition of indifference to whether one can trust a sign or signifier to be “authentic.” The 
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signifier is no more authentic than the referent; the Body is no more authentic than 

Language as a signifier of being. Seeing is no more authentic than speaking, writing, reading, 

or touching. During the ecstatic moment, the authenticity of identities does not matter, and 

just for that reason, ecstasy may indeed be a response to an illusion (image). Yet a deeper 

implication of Bergman’s film-scene is that the ecstatic condition of getting “beyond” 

language means getting “beyond” any preoccupation with authenticity, with the theme of 

“the Self itself,” as Buber cryptically puts it. For Buber, the image of the ecstatic signifier (the 

Self itself) is “like” a flaming inscription; for Bergman, the phenomenon of “likeness” itself is 

the source of a distrust (inauthenticity, persona) that cannot matter in the construction of 

ecstasy.16 But Bergman’s cinematic perception, unlike Buber’s literary strategy, calls 

attention to the problem of “seeing” authenticity of being, of seeing the signifier “itself” as 

“like” something else. Even when the ecstatic image of the signifier is “like” a flame, “like” 

the naked body, and even when the body becomes, through cinema technology, “like” itself, 

a simulation, the very phenomenon of “likeness,” metaphorization, denies the authenticity 

of the signifier, denies the signifier’s claim to being the Self, and gives it instead a “persona,” 

an otherness, which, maximized, allows ecstasy to mean being “outside” both oneself and 

the Self. 

          Jean-Luc Godard’s film Weekend (1967), which has little connection with the 

expressionism defining Buber’s and Bergman’s perceptions, nevertheless contains an eight-

minute scene that is similar to the one in Persona in that a female speaker uses her memory 

of an intense erotic event to define a condition of trust between herself and a male “friend.” 

Indeed, the Persona scene directly inspired Godard (b. 1930) to film his own confessional 

scene.17  Gary Indiana (b. 1950) asserts that Godard’s scene is a parody of Bergman’s, 

although Godard’s scene simply lacks the humor required of any parody, let alone a parody 

of Persona or of the pornographic novel L’histoire de l’œil (1928), by Georges Bataille (1897-

1962), which was apparently another inspiration for the scene.18 Godard’s ambition is too 

serious to achieve articulation through parody; he wants to reveal a fundamental emptiness 

in the confessional-therapeutic mode of communication. The female speaker “tells her story 

in a flat, unemotional voice,”19  as if to convey a sense of detachment from, or indifference to, 

the events described. Presumably this sense of detachment makes the story more believable 

or “real.” As she speaks, she glances intermittently at her friend, fiddles with her hair, folds 

her knees under her chin, touches her arm, touches her knee, looks away. He, too, alternates 
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between looking at her and away from her. Godard films the entire scene in a single take, 

with the camera occasionally slowly zooming in and out on the woman’s face or panning 

with her movement to retrieve cigarettes from her friend’s coat or to shift her position while 

sitting on the table. While Bergman filmed his interior black and white scene as a nocturnal 

event using soft spotlights (“lamplight”) to make confessor and listener glowingly luminous 

within a heavy darkness engulfing them both, Godard films his scene in color at daytime in 

an apartment where the veil-like curtain covering the window prevents the sun from 

allowing the viewer to see the woman, played by Mireille Darc (1938-2017) and her friend, 

played by an uncredited actor, with any clarity: they are almost silhouettes, and the image is 

drained of the rich colors that prevail elsewhere in the film [Figure 8-10]. Sometimes, in 

maintaining focus on the woman, the camera excludes the man from the image altogether. 

Moreover, the story unfolds as a result of prompts and questions put to the storyteller by the 

friend. The English translation subtitles in the Criterion DVD release of the film are slightly 

different from the published screenplay translation of the French original, so the Criterion 

version appears here in brackets:  

                  Friend: Was there anymore? [Is that all?]  

                  Corinne: After awhile, Paul asked Monique to change place with me. 

                  Friend: With you standing and her kneeling? 

                  Corinne: That’s right; she kissed my pussy while I helped Paul to fuck her from behind.  

                  Friend: Was that all? [And that was all?] 

Corinne: Then we all three watched each other masturbate, and suddenly Paul started shouting:           

“Into the kitchen, pussies! Into the kitchen, pussies! . . .”  

                  Friend: The kitchen? Why? [What for?]  

                  Corinne: I’m just about to tell you [I’m telling you.] [. . .] (23) 

But this interrogative element in relation to the telling of the story means that the speaker is 

not telling all that might be told. The questions indicate that the listener must elicit details 

of the story that remain unspoken. For the speaker, each question determines the 

magnitude of trust developing between herself and the listener: what he asks discloses what 

he needs to know for her to tell “everything,” for nothing unspoken to remain between 

them. The speaker describes erotic actions that took place between herself, another woman, 

and a man in an apartment; both the friend and the film spectator know already that the 

man (Paul) in the story is not her husband but that of the other woman (Monique). In other 

words, the speaker, who is herself married, is highly motivated, by the possibility of 
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appearing to be a source of “unfaithfulness” or untrustworthiness in regard to her own as 

well as other people’s emotions, to leave many details of her life unspoken. Therefore her 

motive in using the story to intensify trust between herself and the friend is very complex. 

Unlike the nurse in the Persona scene, Corinne emphasizes the importance of speech in 

heightening the excitement of the participants in the orgy: 

“She asked me why I seemed to be shivering, and said that if I was cold I could get undressed, I 

shouldn’t feel embarrassed” (22, emphasis added here and in subsequent quotations). 

                     “I asked her why she wasn’t saying anything. . .  She didn’t answer so I turned around” (22).  

“She asked me if I didn’t think her arse was too big . . . and I told her no” (22). 

“She asked me to describe them. . . and I told her that her thighs were white and her cunt was 

like a big black stain above them. . . She called in Paul and then came up behind me” (22). 

“[HeJ asked Monique to take my panties off” (22). 

“. . . and I remember her describing my buttocks to him” (22). 

“They wanted me to describe it to them, to say what I was feeling to excite them” (23). 

“After awhile, Paul asked Monique to change place with me” (23). 

“. . . and then suddenly Paul started shouting: ‘Into the kitchen, pussies! Into the kitchen, 

pussies!’” (23). 

“’Milk is for pussies,’ Monique said.  ‘How much do you want to bet me to squat on the plate’ 

‘Bet you wouldn’t dare,’ Paul said.” (22). 

“. . . then she ordered us to masturbate” (24). 

“Paul cried out, ‘Stop, stop,’ and told me to get into the sink too” (24). 

The weaving of direct and indirect speech into the story (as well as the filming of the 

speaker telling the story) dramatizes the perception that it is speech, rather than physical 

action, rather than silence, rather than touch that discloses feelings of trust which allow 

ecstatic experience to occur. But in shifting inconsistently from direct to indirect speech, the 

speaker implies that it is not specific rhetorical devices that excite either the orgy 

participants or the friend or even perhaps the film spectator, but general modes of rhetoric 

(asking, calling, describing, ordering, commanding). 
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Figure 8: Jean-Luc Godard’s Weekend (1967): The confession of perverse erotic raptures turns the 

confessor and her interrogator into opaque creatures, shadowy figures rather than luminous identities. 

Cinematographer: Raoul Coutard (1924-2016). 

 
Figure 9: The interrogator-friend-lover, played by an unidentified actor, remains mostly immobile 

during the scene, while Corinne (Mireille Darc) constantly adjusts her body in subtle ways while 

delivering new information about the orgy. 
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Figure 10: The camera slowly zooms in and out on Corinne, and at one point, she completely eclipses 

her interrogator. 

            Yet the film itself tends to distrust the speaker's suggestion that either trust or 

ecstasy results from the application of these strategies. The speaker tells the story by sitting 

on a table in her bra and panties. Bergman uses black and white cinematography to 

dramatize the nurse-actress relation as an unstable tension between light and dark, heat and 

cold, with the nurse sometimes appearing “warmer” in the shadows than the actress in the 

lamplight. Godard uses color cinematography for the purpose of showing the perception 

that confessional talk drains color from the confessor and her interrogator-lover. Indeed, the 

color produces an almost monochromatic effect, as if it existed merely to record as 

accurately as possible the anonymity and banality of the site for such a strange dialogue. The 

faces of the woman and her male friend appear in grainy, shadowy profile against a white-

curtained window. Ominous, heavy orchestral music (by Antoine Duhamel [1925-2014]) 

accompanies a closeup of the man, then the camera tracks back to reveal the silhouette of 

both heads in profile. The word “ANAL/YSE” appears on the screen as an intertitle, after 

which the camera focuses on the woman for a while and the man remains a peripheral or 

even an unseen element of the image. The spectator views the entire scene from a single 

camera position which varies only to the extent that the camera tracks in or away from the 

man or woman. This strategy avoids montage theory altogether and implies that no better 

point of view exists to observe the scene: there exists but one way to see “objectively” or 

“analytically.” It is a strategy that urges the viewer to “analyze” details within a single, 

sustained image rather than relations between images. Ironically, however, the strategy puts 

the spectator in the image rather than (as with Bergman) in a position to view actions from 
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perspectives that are inaccessible to any one character. Whereas Bergman uses cinematic 

devices to analyze the nurse-actress relation for the spectator, Godard employs cinematic 

devices to compel the spectator to do much of the analysis. Godard “trusts” the spectator: 

his “simple” strategy signifies the integrity of the image and intensifies the perception of 

watching or overhearing an event so clandestine or confidential that one cannot see or 

intrude upon it by breaking it up into a variety of contrasting camera setups. The camera 

does not “comment” on what it sees so much as it comments on its failure to see more, on 

the difficulty of seeing, surreptitiously, what the clandestine, conspiratorial couple do not 

allow either each other or the spectator to see. It is a powerful irony: the couple appear to 

discuss an extraordinarily intimate or trust-testing activity (a sex orgy) with utmost candor, 

and yet the filmmaker apparently trusts the (speechless) spectator more than the couple 

trust each other or the filmmaker trusts the performance of his own text. Duhamel’s somber, 

almost strident, music introduces a sense of urgency the two times it enters the scene and 

contradicts the perception that image and speech are “telling” the spectator about a sinister 

pleasure as honestly as they might. Although Godard, like Bergman, uses extreme close-ups 

of the speaker’s face to “reveal” the expected emotional magnitude of the speech, he winds 

up moving the camera away from her and around her, winds up looking at her in a subdued, 

somewhat underexposed light, to dramatize the difficulty of approaching her, of getting “too 

close” to her: to know if she is “telling everything,” it is necessary to “see” her from the 

interrogative point of view of someone who is not her “friend.” Even though the speaker 

carefully describes intimate and perverse actions, she seems to withhold something from her 

account which would indicate that either the actions of the story or the story itself signify an 

ecstatic event. The “unemotional tone” in which the speaker tells the story to establish its 

believability has, ironically, the effect of undermining her credibility; even the friend, 

“stroking her leg,” questions the authenticity of her entire story: “Did all this really happen 

or was it a nightmare?” Corinne: “I don't remember” (24). The friend obviously expects the 

speaker to excite them both by telling her story, but her failure to establish an ecstatic 

momentum is evident when the scene concludes with the friend saying, “I adore you 

Corinne; come and excite me!” (24), as if the adoration her speech provoked in him were in 

tension with the excitement he has yet to feel in relation to her. What the speaker leaves out 

of the story is the emotion that the orgy participants expected would excite them once she 

spoke it by describing the actions she performed. But apparently the feeling was not strong 
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enough for her to “remember” what “really” happened: the story ultimately functions to 

confuse the difference between memory and fantasy, and in this ambiguity is an effort to 

conceal rather disclose those feelings that test the magnitude of trust between the speaker 

and her “friend.” The speaker uses the story to present herself as mysterious and 

impenetrable, even though her nearly nude pose on the table (and in relation to the camera) 

and her descriptions of sex acts signify a condition of heightened vulnerability and erotic 

accessibility. It is the rhetoric of a tease, not a “real” orgiast. Thus, on the one hand, Godard 

does not share Bergman’s “vision” of ecstasy as a unique silence that occurs when 

communication operates entirely through bodies, which, in signifying nothing “other” than 

themselves, are nevertheless “personas,” signifiers of the Other, of someone “seeing.” For 

Godard, feeling can be known completely or accurately only by being told. On the other 

hand, to “tell everything” is also to tell what did not happen, to say what was unspoken, to 

acknowledge that language is always stronger or more “real” than the feeling that it 

constructs and less “real” than the feeling it conceals. 

          This perception of ecstasy as a condition that depends on “telling everything,” on 

describing not just actions but feelings, on describing those “unseeable” desires that remain 

hidden or unspoken because they (and not language) are what mark the limit of trust 

between the speaker and the Other--this perception of ecstasy as a matter of “saying 

everything” puts Godard in complex tension with Buber. For Buber, ecstasy and confession 

are in opposition; for Godard, ecstasy entails confession. For both Buber and Godard ecstasy 

signifies a condition of supreme trust; what separates Buber and Godard is the problem of 

interpreting the function of silence: is silence a sign of trust or a sign of something “hidden”? 

Godard obviously acknowledges the power of language to conceal desires that are 

“unbelievable,” “beyond” description; but by linking ecstasy to “telling everything” with the 

voice, he implies that silence conceals more than speech. Cinematic “writing” includes the 

voice without translating or metaphorizing it into an image such as a flame. Thus, even 

when it signifies itself, even when one “sees” the sign itself (which is “like” seeing what is 

“unseeable”: desire, the emotion “itself”), writing cannot function as a “form” of silence. For 

Bergman, silence is simultaneously a sign of trust and a sign of concealment, and for that 

reason, the authenticity of its signification remains hidden, a dual construction of the Self 

and the Other that manifests the supremely controlling sign of the “persona.” Bergman’s 

film scene indicates that ecstasy depends on silence, but not on the “complete” trust 
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perceived by Buber and Godard. The “form” of this ecstatic silence is the nameless, naked 

body, which depends, absolutely and paradoxically, on the seeing Other to signify only itself 

and the Self. 

The difference between Godard and Bergman, over the issue of trust, and the 

similarity between Godard and Buber, over the same issue and between Buber and Bergman, 

over the issue of silence, suggest that the medium of representation (film or literature) does 

not account for the difference in their respective representations of negative ecstasy. It is 

because the forms of ecstatic communication transcend the media of their representation 

that one links ecstasy to “formlessness.” In all three works, ecstasy is synonymous with 

“seeing the Self itself,” which requires being supremely “outside” or “other” than oneself. 

Formlessness refers to forms that are not “about” anything, that are free to exist outside of 

anything they represent. Ecstasy is an absolute end in itself, and as such, it is never about 

anything. Yet ecstasy has forms all the same, forms of silence, forms of spoken confession, 

that are “beyond” language to the extent that they implicate the image of Language, “of the 

Self itself,” of the signifier, as an absolute, untranscendable form. If Godard constructs a less 

negative perception of ecstasy than Buber or Bergman, it is because he cannot find a credible, 

trustworthy form for silence. If, however, he does not construct an emphatically positive 

perception of ecstasy, it is because he cannot find a credible, trustworthy form of speech (or 

seeing) which “tells everything,” which is the image of those desires so deeply “hidden” 

within the Self and from the Other that they remain “beyond language.” But it is a question 

of finding the form, not denying it: we are somehow “blind” to it, always concealing 

something in everything we say, always concealing the unspoken within the “unspeakable.” 
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NOTES 

 

1. Using a method which combines analysis of literary writing with interviewing of 

selectively organized sample populations, Marghanita Laski (1915-1988), Ecstasy. A Study of 

some Secular and Religious Experiences (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1961), 226 -

248, discovered that both literary writers and questionnaire respondents described ecstasy as 

a condition of “formlessness” or employed a rhetoric of formlessness that relied on metaphor 

to describe the condition as being like a flame, a cloud, a refulgence, or a heat. Though some 

respondents linked ecstasy to a state of being like music or even caused by music, and though 

the vast majority of respondents expressed the view that ecstasy is somehow beyond words, 

neither the literary nor the questionnaire writers can “say” much, if anything, about the 

relation between silence and ecstasy. 

2. Roger Willemsen (1955-2016), “Dionysisches Sprechen. Zur Theorie einer Sprache der 

Erregung bei Musil und Nietzsche,” Deutsche Vierteljahrschrift für Literaturwissenschaft und 

Geistesgeschichte, 60/1 (March 1986), 104-135, proposes that ecstasy refers to a condition of 

heightened “immediacy.” That which is immediate, at least ecstatically, precedes the power to 

name it. Language signifies “reflection,” which is always in tension with immediacy. Ecstasy, 

then, is “beyond” language in the sense that it precedes language. In quarreling with Martin 

Heidegger (1889-1976) over the meaning of a Hölderlin poem, Paul de Man (1919-1983), 

Blindness and Insight, 2nd ed. (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1983), 259, echoes 

this point with the remark that “as soon as the word is uttered, it destroys the immediate and 

discovers that instead of stating Being, it can only state meditation.” Neither of these writers 

provides a convincing explanation of why ecstasy cannot involve reflection, nor why reflection 

cannot include immediacy, for one can speak of “immediate reflection.” Indeed, one might 

argue that ecstasy is a unique condition just because it is that moment when one is able to 

reflect immediately. De Man obscures Heidegger’s rather cryptically made point, which is that 

words do have immediacy; it is their referents that are not immediate. 

3. An experience is ecstatic insofar as it is unrepeatable and therefore confined to a 

“moment.” It is not an easy emotion to feel, like rage, despair, fear, or contentment; it is not 

an “accessible” emotion. Indeed, though everyone desires ecstasy, no one seems able to 

calculate, determine, or predict its occurrence with anything remotely inspiring confidence. 
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More likely, if not invariably, ecstasy results from an unexpected rather than calculated set of 

conditions. Ecstasy recurs only to the extent that it involves a new set of conditions that 

render the previous ecstasy an unrepeatable memory that must be superseded. 

4.   A German language version of the preface appears in Otto F. Best (ed.), Theorie des 

Expressionismus (Stuttgart: Reclam, 1982), 94-96. In discussing the preface, I quote from this 

edition. Otherwise, I refer to the English language edition: Martin Buber, Ecstatic Confessions, 

translated by Esther Cameron [b. 1941] (San Francisco: Harper and Row, 1985), subsequently 

cited as Buber 1985. I use the German edition to present Buber’s original vocabulary for talking 

about ecstasy because I want to separate his terminology from my own and from a rhetoric of 

ecstasy that is not a part of any author’s vocabulary but is nevertheless embedded within the 

author’s representation of ecstasy. These uncited words in quotation marks refer to 

problematic perceptions or conditions embedded within, or disclosed by, the representations 

themselves. 

5. Buber’s rhetoric implies that all forms are subjects or signifiers of knowledge; but 

authentic (ecstatic) unity has no form, no division within itself or between itself and 

something else. 

6. In the Introduction to Die Rede, die Lehre, und das Lied (Leipzig: Insel, 1917). See also 

Maurice Friedman, Martin Buber’s Life and Work. The Early Years 1878-1923 (New York: 

Dutton, 1981), 384.  

7. Friedman 1981, 93. 

8. Buber 1985, xxxiii. 9.  

9. Buber 1985, 10.  

10. Buber 1985, 139. 

11. Buber seems to say something similar when he writes: “So it is with ecstasy: the word 

approaches us, the word of the I [. . .] I do not mean the words and whether they are 

beautifully put together; I mean the Word,” Buber 1985, xxxii. But then he goes on to confuse 

the Word with “the voice of the human being sounding in my ears”; consequently, the relation 

between ecstasy and silence, developed in the ensuing essay, “Ecstasy and Confession,” 

becomes very obscure. 

12. “He does not lie who speaks of unity in images, dreams, visions,” Buber 1985, 9. 

13. On the motif of touch in this film, see Nick Browne, “The Filmic Apparatus in 

Bergman’s Persona,” Psychocultural Review, III, 2 (1979), 111-115. 
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14. Ingmar Bergman, Persona and Shame, translated by Keith Bradfield (New York: 

Grossman, 1972), 5. Subsequent page citations from this screenplay appear in the text. 

15. Karl Otten, “Das dichterisch Drama des Expressionismus,” in Schrei und Bekenntnis. 

Expressionistisches Theater (Darmstadt und Neuwied: Luchterhand, 1959), 7ff., gives a 

detailed justification for perceiving expressionist distortions of language, of speech in drama, 

as efforts to intensify and aestheticize the primal emotions underlying screams. The scream 

assumes many forms; silence, however, does not have much scream-value for the early 

twentieth century expressionists. Moreover, Otten (1889-1963) links the expressionist scream 

to a confessional mode of communication and to a violent, ecstatic assertion of power.  

16. Alain Bergala (b. 1943), “Notes on Weekend,” translated by Nicholas Elliot (b. 1974), in 

Weekend, booklet accompanying the DVD of the film, (New York: Criterion Collection, 2012), 

22; original in Alain Bergala, Godard au travail: les années 60 (Paris: Cahiers du cinema, 2006).  

17. Gary Indiana, “The Last Weekend,” in Weekend, booklet accompanying the DVD of the 

film, (New York: Criterion Collection, 2012), 8. 

18. Jean-Luc Godard, Weekend and Wind from the East (New York: Simon and Schuster, 

1972), 20. Subsequent page citations from this screenplay appear in the text. 
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